Combining model-based and model-free deep reinforcement learning has shown great promise for improving sample efficiency on complex control tasks while still retaining high performance. Incorporating imagination is a recent effort in this direction inspired by human mental simulation of motor behavior. We propose a learning-adaptive imagination approach which, unlike previous approaches, takes into account the reliability of the learned dynamics model used for imagining the future. Our approach learns an ensemble of disjoint local dynamics models in latent space and derives an intrinsic reward based on learning progress, motivating the controller to take actions leading to data that improves the models. The learned models are used to generate imagined experiences, augmenting the training set of real experiences. We evaluate our approach on learning vision-based robotic grasping and show that it significantly improves sample efficiency and achieves near-optimal performance in a sparse reward environment.
I. INTRODUCTION
Autonomous learning of robotic motor behavior requires finding a mapping from raw sensory input to raw motor output that defines a desired behavior without any prior knowledge of the task. Deep Reinforcement Learning (RL) enables learning such behaviors from trial-and-error experience using deep neural networks as function approximators. It has recently shown great success in learning complex control behaviors, achieving super-human performance in playing Atari 2600 games [1] and acquiring a range of robotic manipulation skills [2] . This success has come at the expense of high sample complexity that limits how fast the robot can learn good control policies, which is particularly problematic in the presence of high-dimensional noisy observations and real-time constraints often found in realistic robotic domains.
To address this problem, different approaches have been proposed, such as sampling experiences with probability proportional to their temporal difference error instead of random sampling [3] , counting unsuccessful episodes of policy execution as successful ones by replaying each learning episode with different goals than the one the robot was attempting to achieve in a multi-goal RL setting [4] , [5] , or extending the classic count-based exploration methods from tabular to deep neural network representations [6] , [7] .
In contrast, works on intrinsic motivation have addressed the problem mostly by looking at how the robot's evolving knowledge of its world dynamics can be utilized by selfrewarding action choices leading to novel observations where high extrinsic rewards might be gained. Since this actively directs the exploration using a learned dynamics model from highly to less predictable regions of the state space, it is especially useful for learning in sparse reward environments that lack the important feedback on how to improve exploration.
Examples of intrinsic reward measures include model prediction error [8] , [9] , learning progress [10] - [12] , competence progress at achieving self-generated goals [13] , [14] , and change in policy value [15] , [16] . While most of these approaches exploit the useful information a learned dynamics model offers, they almost only employ it for computing the intrinsic reward without leveraging its potential for modelbased learning of policy and value functions.
Predictive world models are typically known for their ability to boost the sample efficiency of RL methods. In particular, they allow for imagining experiences by making predictions about future states and rewards which can then be used for policy learning, reducing the number of required real experiences of costly agent-environment interactions. Moreover, using features extracted from a recurrent predictive world model as input to an RL agent has been found to achieve state-of-theart results on challenging RL tasks [17] . This further confirms the significance of imagination, since the extracted features contain information about the future.
Imagination, defined as mental simulation of motor behavior, is considered strong evidence for cognitive synergy as it requires a combination of abstract perceptual and motor representations, episodic and working memory and mental manipulation of representations [18] . This imagination-centered synergy has been further distinguished neurally by examining the different brain regions activated during imagination, involving cognitive and motor areas [19] , [20] and is a clear example of cognitive development in children where increasingly complex behaviors develop from the recombination of existing, less complex behaviors. Imagination is also essential to mental practice which is the cognitive rehearsal of a physical skill and found to facilitate skill acquisition [21] .
It has been argued that automating imagination holds the potential for advancing deep learning beyond finding correlations in data and for expanding the focus from problem-solving to problem creation, since imagination involves the ability to be exploratory, novelty seeking, and curious [22] . More recently, deep RL methods that employ imagination have been shown to share a number of similarities with human mental simulation, which plays a key role in human cognition, particularly the capacity to build mental models from remembered experiences and using them in decision-making [23] .
The approaches for incorporating imagination into deep RL can be grouped into two categories: (i) augmenting the training set of real experiences with imagined experiences [24] , [25] ; (ii) integrating online planning with model-free value estimation [26] - [29] . A major issue in these approaches is that they assume a perfect world model. In complex domains, model prediction errors are inevitable and can quickly compound during action planning leading to useless long-term predictions. This is one of the reasons model-based RL algorithms failed to reach the performance of their model-free counterparts in such domains.
In our previous work [12] , we proposed an algorithm called Deep Intrinsically motivated Continuous Actor-Critic (Deep ICAC) that incrementally learns an ensemble of disjoint local dynamics models in a learned latent space and derives an intrinsic reward based on learning progress. In this paper, we propose a learning-adaptive imagination approach that generates training sequences of imagined experiences. These sequences are generated only in local sensory regions where the corresponding local dynamics models retain high prediction accuracy. This allows the imagination to continually adapt to changes in learning dynamics models. We integrate our approach with the Deep ICAC algorithm. This integration makes the imagination depth itself adaptive, since it can vary according to the accuracy of the local models of the regions it spreads over. We evaluate our approach on learning robotic grasping from raw pixels and sparse rewards and show that it improves sample efficiency and achieves near-optimal performance. II. RELATED WORK Combining model-free and model-based RL is a wellstudied problem. One of the earliest works in this direction is Dyna-Q [30] which learns an action-value function from both real and model-generated experiences. Over the last five years, there has been a growing interest in developing Dyna-like methods in deep RL. For example, Gu et al. [24] augment a replay buffer of past state transitions with imagined transitions generated by a learned model to speed up model-free RL. They iteratively refit a linear model to recently collected transitions and generate short imagined rollouts from states sampled from these transitions. While they attempt to reduce model bias by sampling from regions where the model has been trained, the learned linear model is not expressive enough to represent complex dynamics and generate imagined rollouts in control tasks from raw-pixel input, as the authors indicate. In contrast to [24] , Kalweit and Boedecker [25] use imagined transitions for updating the value and policy functions only when there is a high uncertainty in action-value predictions, as estimated using bootstrap. The approach is shown to improve the efficiency of learning continuous control tasks, but it does not address the prediction errors of the model and requires training of additional critic networks for bootstrap uncertainty estimation.
Racanière et al. [26] follow a different path by using imagination as a context for model-free value estimation. This is done by encoding rollouts of imagined observations with a recurrent neural network. The encoded rollouts are concatenated and used as an additional input to the value and policy functions. In another work, a model-based controller is used such that it randomly generates a number of candidate action sequences at each timestep, simulates the imagined trajectories with a learned model, and executes the first action of the trajectory yielding the highest reward [27] . The controller is then used to initialize the policy of a model-free RL agent with supervised data by providing it with target actions at some sam-pled states, which is found to make the chosen model-free RL method more sample-efficient. The use of a model predictive controller based on random-sampling, however, limits the application of the approach to low-dimensional action spaces and short planning horizons.
Unlike previous works, Feinberg et al. [28] decompose value estimate into a part with imagined rewards predicted by a dynamics model over a short horizon and a subsequent part estimated by a model-free critic. Their method, called Modelbased Value Expansion (MVE), is shown to boost the sample efficiency of learning, but on control tasks with lowdimensional observations (<20). MVE avoids issues related to learning from data generated with an outdated model by not using an imagination buffer. However, it relies on the strong assumption that the model is accurate over a short, fixed horizon, which is very likely to fail in practice, since the model can generate noisy data in the early learning while still being trained jointly with the target policy, and a measure of model inaccuracy becomes necessary.
While these works incorporate imagination irrespective of the prediction error of a learned dynamics model, our proposed approach takes this error into account before initiating and while performing imagination, by using spatially and temporally local estimates of prediction accuracy.
III. BACKGROUND

A. Reinforcement Learning
We consider a standard RL problem where the goal is to learn a policy ∶ → ( ), a mapping from states to probability distributions over actions , that maximizes expected
under and the world dynamics, where ∶ × → ℝ is the reward function and ∈ [0,1] is the discount factor. A value function is defined as follows: ( ) = [ | ] and the objective becomes to find the optimal policy * that satisfies: * = arg max ( 0 )
where 0 ⊆ is a set of initial states.
Actor-critic algorithms in RL are well suited for continuous action spaces since they learn a policy and a value function simultaneously. Two example algorithms are Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG) [31] and Continuous Actor-Critic Learning Automaton (CACLA) [32] . In the following, we discuss CACLA which is used as the base RL algorithm in our work.
B. Continuous Actor-Critic Learning Automaton
CACLA is a model-free on-policy actor-critic algorithm. It approximates the policy function and the value function using two neural networks: an actor (· | ) and a critic (· | ) with parameters and respectively. The critic learns an approximate value function from sampled transitions by minimizing the temporal difference (TD) loss:
where is a replay buffer of previously observed state transitions ( , , , ′ ), and ′(. | ′ ) is the critic's target network with parameters ′ slowly moving toward their corresponding parameters of the critic's network, as follows:
The target network was first introduced in [1] to provide sufficiently stable targets desirable for training deep neural networks.
The probability of selecting action a at state s according to policy is defined depending on the chosen distribution, e.g. Gaussian centered at ( | ) with standard deviation :
The actor is updated toward an exploratory action a only when the resulting TD-error is positive. This is because when the action a results in an increase in the critic's current estimate of the value of a given state s (TD-error > 0), this action is judged to be better that the actor's current estimation of the optimal action and thus the actor is updated to make its output closer to a. Formally, the actor is updated to minimize the loss:
where ( , , ′ ) = + ′( ′ | ′ ) − ( | ) is the TDerror. This policy update is different from gradient ascent on the value (the critic's output) used in other algorithms, like DDPG, for updating the policy, which is prone to divergence if the critic is not fully trained, as observed in [32] .
IV. APPROACH
In this section, we present our approach for integrating learning-adaptive imagination with the Deep ICAC algorithm [12] . We first explain the core components of Deep ICAC and show where imagination fits in the learning process, and then present how imagination is adaptively used to increase the sample efficiency of the algorithm.
A. Local dynamics-based intrinsic motivation Latent representation learning:
We build upon the Deep ICAC algorithm which learns an ensemble of local dynamics models and generates an intrinsic reward based on learning progress. It uses CACLA to learn the target policy. A latent representation is learned by jointly minimizing a combined convolutional autoencoder's reconstruction and value prediction loss:
where  = ( | ) is the latent state representation at timestep t, (· | ) and (· |̃) are the encoder and decoder networks with parameters and ̃ respectively, = +  ′ ( +1 , | ′, ′ ) is the target value with ′(· | ′, ′ ) being the critic's target network parametrized by ( ′, ′ ), and ⲗ and ⲗ are weighting constants on the individual loss terms. The learned latent representation is fed as input to the actor network. By sharing the learning parameters between the encoder and the critic, the jointly optimized representation is learned to be a good state discriminator and value predictor. The learning architectures of the critic and actor are shown in Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b) respectively. Latent space self-organization: In Deep ICAC, the space of learned latent representations is self-organized during explora-tion into local regions with local dynamics models with the help of an incremental Self-Organizing Map (SOM). Particularly, we use the Instantaneous Topological Map (ITM) [33] , following [12] . This is because ITM is originally designed for strongly correlated stimuli, which is the case here since the stimuli are generated by exploration of the state space along continuous trajectories, and has been successfully used in RL [34] , [12] . The ITM is defined by a set of nodes i, each with a weight vector , and a set of edges connecting each node i to its neighbors N(i). It starts with two connected nodes, and when a new stimulus  is observed, the following adaptation steps are performed: An example of an approximate dynamics model ℳ(·,· | ℳ ), which predicts the next state encoding given the current action and state encoding and is trained to minimize the loss
, is shown in Fig. 1(c) . In this work, in order to generate a complete imagined experience, we additionally learn a latent reward function ℛ(·,· | ℛ ) which predicts the immediate reward and is trained to minimize the loss ‖ℛ ( , | ℛ ) − ‖ where is the i th prediction error. We also monitor the change of average prediction error over time in each region:
where is a time window. This change represents the learning progress (LP) the robot has made or expects to make.
When action is taken at state , the resulting associated with the best-matching node n of ITM (w.r.t  ) is measured and the corresponding 〈 〉 and are updated. 
which encourages actions that maximize learning progress and lead to perceptually novel states. This is achieved by using the combined extrinsic and intrinsic reward to update the critic. The locally trained ℳ and ℛ provide informative predictions with accuracy estimated by the locally stored average prediction error that can be taken into consideration when producing imagined rollouts, as explained next.
B. Learning-adaptive (LA-) imagination
In our work, we perform imagination in latent space. To facilitate this, we split the replay memory into pixel-space and latent-space replay buffers, and respectively. contains transitions of the form ( , , , +1 ) , while contains transitions of the form
).
When the best-matching node n at timestep t is identified, we generate an on-policy imagined transition with probability proportional to the current accuracy of ℳ and ℛ . This is done by first scaling the average prediction error (Eq. Fig. 1 . The latent encoding  is used to update the incremental SOM. The best-matching node n identified based on the distance between its weight vector and  (or the newly created node if the distance is greater than ) determines the local dynamics model ℳ and reward function ℛ networks associated with the region of the latent space covered by n. The learning parameters of ℳ and ℛ are then updated based on their respective predictions and the observed state transition. The combined prediction error is computed and used to update the average 〈 〉. An intrinsic reward is then derived and combined with the extrinsic reward before it is fed to the critic. An on-policy imagined transition, including the predicted next encoding  +1 and reward ̂, is generated with probability inversely proportional to 〈 〉. This imagined transition = ( , ,̂ ,  +1 ) is added to the latent-space buffer of the replay memory. Again, the imagined encoding  +1 is used to identify the next best-matching node whose dynamics and reward networks are used to generate the next imagined transition based on the respective 〈 +1 〉. This imagination process is repeated, adaptively controlled by the probability of generating imagined transitions, up to a maximum imagination depth , as shown with red arrows. This is followed by updating the encoder network on a minibatch of transitions from the pixel-space buffer and the actor and critic networks on a minibatch of transitions from the latent-space buffer. Finally, the robot takes a new action sampled from the learned policy with a mean at the actor's output and a new learning cycle starts with a new observed state.
of imagined transitions fully adapts to the changes in learning local ℳ and ℛ networks. Similarly, the length of the imagined rollout is adaptively determined by the average prediction error in the traversed latent-space regions and is bounded by a maximum imagination depth to limit the computational time. The imagination process is detailed in Algorithm 1.
Both the RL controller and the imagination process in our learning system are mutually improving, since the former is motivated to collect experiences leading to data that improves future predictions through using Deep ICAC and the latter augments the available training experiences with imagined ones in an adaptive manner to improve the sample efficiency of the former. Fig. 2 shows an overview of our learning system. We summarize the overall procedure in algorithm 2.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Deep ICAC was previously found to be more stable and sample-efficient than CACLA and DDPG on visuomotor tasks [12] . Here we show the effect of incorporating learningadaptive imagination on the sample efficiency. We evaluate our approach on learning vision-based robotic grasping. Parameters. We use the learning architecture shown in Fig.  1 for approximating the policy and value functions. All convolutional layers are zero-padded, have stride 1, and use ReLU activations. All dense layers use ReLU activations except for the actor's and critic's output layers that use a tanh and a linear activation respectively. The target network's update rate is 10 −3 . The loss weighting constants ⲗ and ⲗ are set to 1 and 0.1 respectively. The functions ℳ and ℛ of each region in the latent space are jointly modeled by a feedforward neural network with three dense layers: one hidden layer of 20 tanh units and two output layers for predicting the next latent Sample initial state 1 7: for = 1 8:
Compute latent state encoding  = ( | )
9:
Update incremental SOM
10:
Identify best-matching (or newly created) node n 11:
Select action ~( ), following Eq. (3) 12:
Execute and observe and +1 13:
Compute intrinsic reward using Eq. (8) 14:
Compute total reward = + 15:
Update the ℳ and ℛ networks associated with n using the transition ( , ,  +1 ) 16:
Store ( , , , +1 ) in and ( , ,  +1 ) in 17:
Call LA-Imagination ( , n) 18:
Update { ,̃} on minibatch from to minimize ℒ (Eq. (5)) 19:
Update { , } on minibatch from to minimize ℒ (Eq. (5)), taking  as an input, and ℒ (Eq. (4)) 20:
Update target network parameters
21:
end for 22: end for encoding and immediate reward with 16 and 1 linear units respectively. The discount factor is set to 0.99. The time windows and are set to 40 and 20 respectively. We scale the intrinsic reward to the interval [−1,1]. The node creation threshold which controls the growth of the ITM map and the maximum depth of imagination are set to 6.0 and 7 respectively. We train the networks with proportional Prioritized Experience Replay (PER) [3] using Adam optimizer and learning rate 10 −3 for the critic and ℳ and ℛ functions and 10 −4 for the actor. We use two replay buffers of size 60K and of size 200K, consuming 40% less memory space than the replay buffer of the Deep ICAC baseline which has a size of 100K, and a minibatch size of 64 sampled by PER. The PER parameters and 0 are set to 0.6 and 0.4 respectively. We perform 15 optimization steps on the actor and critic networks and 10 steps on ℳ and ℛ per timestep. We use a stochastic Gaussian policy with a mean at the actor's output and a standard deviation of 0.35 radians. Actions are capped at 20 units before being sent to the environment. The parameters of Deep ICAC are taken from our previous work [12] to ensure comparability of results. All other parameters were determined empirically through preliminary experiments.
Results.
We compare the learning performance of Deep ICAC with and without imagination on realistic robotic grasping using V-REP robot simulator [35] . We consider two imagination types: static and learning-adaptive. The former generates imagination rollout of length at each timestep regardless of prediction errors and the latter is our proposed approach. Grasp learning is a challenging control task due to the need to perform multi-contact motions and handle rigid- Find best-matching node n to 
10:
Scale 〈 〉 of n to [0,1] and generate ~[0,1]
11:
← + 1 12: end while body collisions with a target object. The grasping experiment here is conducted on our Neuro-Inspired COmpanion (NICO) robot [36] . NICO is a developmental humanoid built for research on neurorobotics and multimodal interaction. Fig. 2 (top-left) shows the V-REP simulated NICO in a sitting position facing a table on top of which a red glass is placed and used as a target object for grasping. To avoid self-collisions while still providing a large work space for learning grasping skills, we consider a control policy involving the shoulder joint of the right arm and the finger joints of the right hand, as shown in Fig. 3(a) . NICO's arm has a total of 6-Degree of Freedom (DoF) of which we control one in the shoulder with an angular range of movement of ± 100 degrees. NICO's hand is 11-DoF multi-fingered with 2 index fingers and a thumb, all having an angular range of movement of ± 160 degrees. NCO learns to control 2 DoFs: one for the right shoulder and one for the right hand (open/close). Each algorithm takes as its only input the 64×32 pixel RGB image from a vision sensor whose output is shown in Fig. 3(b) . The reward function used is as follows: = { +10 −10 0 ℎ To verify whether an attempted grasp was successful, the hand is closed and the shoulder joint is rotated 20 degrees in the opposite direction to that of its newly attained position. The distance between the target object's and the hand's centers is then checked if it is below a threshold of 0.04 m. If yes, the last joint position update is deemed successful. Otherwise, the hand is opened and the shoulder joint is brought back to its last position and the learning continues.
We run the algorithms on a single Nvidia GTX 1050 Ti GPU for 10K episodes and 50 steps per episode and with the target object's position randomly changing to a new graspable position at the start of each episode. The episode ends when the object is grasped, toppled, or the maximum episode length is reached. The average training time (hours) per run is 29.3±4.1 over a total of 15 runs (5 for each algorithm). Fig. 4 shows the mean episode extrinsic reward of running the algo-rithms over five random seeds. Simply using imagination irrespective of state and reward prediction accuracy resulted in poor performance, even worse than the Deep ICAC baseline, over half of the learning process, as shown in the figure. In contrast, using learning-adaptive imagination led to significantly better performance, reaching higher rewards early and converging to a near-optimal policy in less than 6K episodes. In TABLE I, we compare the learning speed and convergence (final performance) of the algorithms. We also evaluate the effect of using different values of maximum imagination depth on the performance. Fig. 5 shows the mean episode extrinsic reward of Deep ICAC+LA-Imagination on the visual grasping task for different maximums of imagination depth, averaged over five runs. A rollout of a single imagined step was enough to improve the performance over the baseline (no imagination). Similarly, going from a maximum of one to two imagined steps allowed faster learning in the early episodes and led to a better final policy. Seven outperformed two, reaching higher reward after just 2K episodes. Values greater than seven did not change the performance. This is because the length of the imagined rollout is often shorter than a large , as it stops increasing when the model prediction error is high before reaching .
VI. CONCLUSION This paper establishes a bridge between intrinsic motivation and imagination in robot decision-making, inspired by human mental simulation of motor behavior. Our approach performs imagination in high-level latent space, resembling human imagination operating on abstract representations, to provide additional training experiences and accelerate skill learning. Unlike previous works, our approach generates imagined experiences only when the learned dynamics and reward functions have high local prediction accuracy, thus adapting to the learned underlying dynamics. In our approach, the imagina- tion depth is adaptively determined using spatially and temporally local information provided by the average prediction error computed in different regions of the latent space over a recent time interval. We showed that integrating our approach to imagination with dynamics-based intrinsic motivation makes learning pixel-level control policies more efficient, particularly for robotic grasping in sparse reward environment. Future work will focus on evaluating the proposed approach on visually more complex environments and different grasplearning objects. We also plan to investigate how the trained policies perform on the physical robot.
